• MELTS FAST
TO TEMPS
AS LOW
AS -20°F!
• THE MOST
POWERFUL
BLENDED
ICE MELT
AVAILABLE

If you can’t settle for anything but the
best, look no further than PATH MAKER.
PATH MAKER is a powerful ice melter
specifically
formulated
for
High
Performance melting in the industrial and
commercial markets.
Instantaneous
melting and low temperature performance
are the two distinct attributes that separate
PATH MAKER from the competition.
Calcium chloride and Magnesium chloride
combine to give PATH MAKER a fast-acting
thaw that is unmatched by any other
blended product on the market. Whether
the temperature is 20 above or 20 below,
PATH MAKER delivers an immediate,
sustaining thaw that won’t back down to
any type of winter weather - ice, snow, or
the treacherous combination of both.
PATH MAKER is an easy to see, blue-dyed
product that allows for proper application.
It takes the tedious, backbreaking work
out of de-icing while optimizing safety to
pedestrians.
Keep your sidewalks,
commercial entrances, parking lots and
high traffic walkways clean with the blend
that outperforms the competition again
and again.

LOW TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE
Calcium chloride and Magnesium chloride
combine to make PATH MAKER fast and
effective in any type of winter weather,
even when the temperature drops to
-20°F.
BLUE DYE
PATH MAKER contains blue colored melting
crystals to better indicate the spread
pattern during application. The dye is
harmless and soluble in water, therefore it
will not stain concrete or your hands.
MINIMIZE TRACKING
PATH MAKER contains high percentages of
calcium chloride and magnesium chloride
which significantly enhances the melting
speed of the product. Because Path Maker
works so quickly, the chance of product
being tracked in from foot traffic is greatly
reduced.
SAFE TO THE OUTDOORS
PATH MAKER is tough on winter snow and
ice, but safe to vegetation and wildlife
when used as directed.

0SAFE ON CONCRETE & TREATED WOOD
PATH MAKER does not contain any
ingredients that will chemically alter or
damage air-entrained quality concrete or
treated wood when used as directed. The
extended melting period allows more
water to evaporate which helps prevent
damage from freeze/thaw cycles.
NO HASSLE STORAGE & HANDLING
PATH MAKER has an unlimited shelf-life and
needs no special storage or handling.

DIRECTIONS:

Spread at the rate of about 1/4 cup
per sq. yd. Leaves no messy white
residue to coat sidewalks or to be
tracked into buildings. Remove the
slush immediately to prevent
penetration of porous areas and
cracks in the concrete, as continual
thawing and freezing action can cause
damage to poor quality concrete. Will
not harm carpet or floors when used
as directed.

